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A Portable1100-MHzFrequencyCounter
This new addition to the 5300 Measuring Sysfem is well
suited for checking out land mobile communicationsand
aeronautical navigation equipment.
by Hans J. Jekat

Tl Y 1985. HALF OR MORE of the land mobile com-fD munications equipment in the United States may
be operating in the recently opened 806-to-902-MHz
and 928-to-947-MHz frequency channels. To help
keep these mobile transmitters on frequency, a portable frequency counter will be needed.
The new Model 5305A 1100-MHz Frequency
Counter (Fig. r) fills this need. It is the first portable
counter to reach 1100 MHz, a frequency range that also takes in air traffic control and television channels
14 to 69 (Fig. 2). The new counter has the advantage of
being a snap-on functional module for the low-cost,
compact 5300 Measuring System, which now includes two mainframes, eight snap-on functional
modules, and three auxiliary modules: battery pack,
analog output, and HP interface bus output.
Frequencies from 7O MHz to 1100 MHz are measured at a 50C)front-panel input. A second input is
provided for measuring frequencies from 50 Hz to 80
MHz; input impedance is 1 MO. Frequencies are prescaled by 16 at the high-frequency input and counted
directly at the other input.
The recommended mainframe for use with the new
counter is the eight-digit Model 53008 (see page 6).
Recommended time base is an optional temperature compensated crystal oscillator that has an aging
rate less than 1.2 parts in 106 per year. This oscillator
is available as an option for either the mainframe or
the counter module. If such high time-base stability
is not required, the standard mainframe time base may
be used.
Special Fuse Holder
The heart of the 1100-MHz input channel is a
completely enclosed 50,0 front end containing a
1300-MHz amplifier, an 1100-MHz binary, and a
550-MHz binary Fig. 3). To protect this assembly from
large input signals, a special fuse holder was designed

P r i n t e dn U . S . A

(see Fig. aJ. The fuse, an inexpensive commercially
available type, is located in the input BNC connector
and the cavity that holds it is tuned to have an SWR
less thhn 1.1 over the entire frequency range,
This special fuse protection gives the user a great
deal of mobility by relieving him of any worry that he
may damage his expensive front end because he is
not sure what power he is applying to the input. If he
blows the fuse, he loses only a few cents and thirty

Cover: Model 53054, a
new low-cost, compact,
portable 1100-MHz frequency
counter, is well suited for
checking land mobile communications transmitters in
two newlyopened U.S.channels between 806 and 947
MHz. lts key component, a
specially fused, divide-by-four front end, is
shown in the foreground.(We are grateful to the
mobile paramedic unit of the City of Palo Alto
for their help with the background photo.)
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seconds of his time.
Flexible Attenuator
To make the counter useful for measuring a wide
variety of input signals, a PlN-diode z attenuator,
Fig. 5, precedes the input amplifier. The attenuator
may be controlled manually or automatically. When
the snusnruITy control is in its AGC position, the attenuator is controlled by an operational amplifier
that senses the output level of the input amplifier.
This setting is especially useful for measuring noisy
signals. For measuring amplitude-modulated signals, manual sensitivity control is more useful. The

Fig. 1. fhe new Model 53054
1 100-MHz Frequency Counter
(lower module) is shown here
with the eight-digit Model 53008
mainframe (upper module). Insertion of a battery pack between
the two modules makes the counter completely portable for checking mobile communications
syslems.

attenuator has a range of 0 to 40 dB.
Although this attenuator offers the user great flexibility, it can cause problems for the input amplifier. If
the user sets the SENSITIVITY
control for maximum sensitivity and applies the maximum input signal of SV
rms, the amplifier will be overdriven, ringing will occur, and the counter will count incorrectly. To overcome this problem a second control loop samples the
amplifier input level. If it exceeds a preset value, attenuation is added automatically to reduce the signal
to a safe operating level, When this occurs, a frontpanel light-emitting diode indicator lamp turns on.
Attenuation can then be added manually to take the
overload control circuit out of the measurement. The
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Fig. 2. Frequency spectrum allocations within the range of
the 1100-MHzcounter.

Fig, 3. Confletely enclosed highJrequency front end contains an attenuator,a broadband amplifier, a high-speed
binary, and a second brnary.

takes
Fig.4. Specia
I fuseholderin theinputBNCconnector
inexpensive,
easilyobtainablefuses.Fuseprotectionfrees
the userfromworryingaboutapplyingtoomuchpowerand
frontend.
damaginghisexpensive
indicator lamp can also serve as a level indicator,
informing the user that he has applied more than
enough input signal for proper counting.
When the snNslrwltv control is placed in the AGC
position the indicator lamp turns on to indicate this
fact.
1100-MHzBinary
The input amplifier, a thin-film circuit, has a bandwidth of teoo MHz. Typically, the counter will
count much higher than 1100 MHz, and the use of a
1300-MHz amplifier assures that the high-frequency
limit depends only on the 1100-MHz thin-film binary

(divide-by-two circuit) that follows the amplifier.
The binary is the fastest digital circuit needed in the
counter.
The high-speed binary uses special dual-transistor
chips, a common-emitter type and a common-collector type (Fig. 6). The chips are made by a new HP
S-GHz transistor process. Putting differential pairs
on a monolithic substrate results in very close matching and reduces the number of discrete transistor
chips in the binary from 16 to 8. This helps increase
the production yield of the finished binary.
Fig. 7 is the binary schematic diagram. The circuit
is a master-slave flip-flop divider. Two current-mode
flip-flops are cross-coupled in a master-slave configuration. Second-level current switches control updating and latching of the flip-flops, Output of the
master is shifted into the slave on a positive transition of the input voltage, then inverted and transferred back to the master on the next negative transition.
Stages are coupled directly to each other. A very
small logic swing of 250 mV is used, large enough to
drive the current switches, but small enough to keep
the switching transistors in the active region to reduce parasitic-capacitance time constants. To eliminate rise and fall time differences all stages are driven
differentially, taking advantage of the nearly perfect
matching of the monolithic transistor pairs. A peaking coil is used to boost the toggle speed.
The current switches are not offset (i.e., biased at
different levels), so the divider may oscillate unless

Operational

Hi

Fig. 5, lnput attenuatormay be
controlled manually or automatically. Usuallyautomatic sensitivity
controlis better for noisy signals;
manual control is better for ampli'
tude-modulated slgna/s.

The outputs of the master and slave flip-flops go to
a differential output amplifier, which interfaces directly with an HP E2L monolithic binary that requires
a 600-mV logic swing. A diode in the power supply
of the master-slave section keeps the differential output amplifier from saturating.

Common Emitter

I

Common Collector

Fig. 6. Specralduallranststorchips,made by a new S-GHz
transistorprocess, are used in the high-speedbinary in the
1100-MHzfront end.

the input current switch sees switching times that
are lessthan the propagationtime of the master-slave
section.

Master Flip-Flop

Low-Frequency Design
The high-speed binary is not preceded by a Schmitt
trigger. This is no problem for UHF measurements,
but would have made it difficult for the binary to
operate below 7O MHz to get a good overlap with
the 80 MHz input channel. The problem at low frequencies is that, in the absence of a Schmitt trigger,
the zero-crossing transitions of the input signal may
not be sharp enough for proper triggering.
To lower the minimum frequency and at the same
time reduce ambiguous counts that are often seen
when the counter is used on the threshold of its sensitivity, a feedback loop is used (seeFig. 8). The loop

Slave Flip-Flop

Fig.7. High-speed binary is a master-slave flip-flop divide-bylwo circuit

An Eight-Digit Mainframe for the
5300 Measuring System
Model53008,a new eight-digitmainframefor the 5300l\4eatimer,
suringSystem,is compatiblewith all eight 5300-series
counter,and multimetersnap-onmodules,and with all three
"in-between"modulesincludingthe batterypack. lt was developedin responseto the needsof many usersfor more "resolutionat a glance"-that is, more digitsin the display-and
more powersupplycapacityto handleexistingsnap-onmodules under more severe environmentalconditions and to
allowmore powerfor new modules,such as the 53054 1100MHz Counterand the 5308AUniversalTimeriCounter.
Internally,
the new mainframediffersfrom its predecessorin
low-costdisplay
manyways.The 53008useseightsingle-digit
units,whereasthe 53004 uses a single six-digitunit. Using
individualdigitscut down both the developmentcost and the
factorycost comparedto toolingan eight-digitversionof the
5300Adisplay,
ln the 53004,strobingof digitsis performedby a singleintegrated circuitthat includesa clock oscillator,a counter,and
six digits,however,so severalseparatelC's performthis functionin the 53008,Again,an objectivewas to savedevelopment
time.
The majordifierencesbetweenthe two mainframesare in the
decadecountingchain.Althoughthe 53008displayseightdigits,it has onlysevendecadecounters,Sixdecadesare provided by the sameMOSLSIcircuitusedin the 53004.In the B ver
sion, this circurtis preceded by a higher-speedlow-power
SchottkyTTL decade that has its own latch.
Whenthe eighthdigit is used it mustbe drivenby a decade
counter in the snap-on module.At present,Models 53038,
53054,and 53084 havethis capability.Thesemodulescount
higherfrequencies,so the sevendigitsthat are adequatefor
most 1o-MHzcountingtasksare not quite enoughfor them.
The seventhdecade in the new mainframeprecedesthe
MOS circuit.This makesit necessaryto subtractone from the
digit addresscode generatedby the strobingcircuitsto make

keepsthe counter from counting unless a substantial
input signal is present. It then automatically increasesthe input sensitivity during the gate time, so
the counter seesa signal that far exceedsits threshold level. Thus there is no possibility of ambiguous counts. Also, becausea large signal has a faster zero-crossingtransition than a smaller signal of
the same frequency, the problem of low-frequency
triggering is minimized.
As Fig. 8 shows,the input of the high-speedbinary
is a differential amplifier. Input A is the signal input.
Input B is used to bias the binary for maximum sensitivity. When the dc offsetfrom input A to input B is
about -1.485V, the binary has maximum sensitivity;
however, it is also perfectly balanced and will oscillate even without an input signal. To avoid this, the
offset of input B is changed slightly, just enough to
avoid oscillation. In practice, the additional offset is
20 mV or less.
When the binary is set for maximum sensitivity

in the MOS decadesappearin the properdisthe information
play digits.The 53064 Multimeter
modulecomplicatesmatters
by requiringthat the mainframehaveonlysix decadesfor volso the overflowindicatorwill
tage and resistancemeasurements
work properly,A read-onlymemory solves the problem. lt
storestwo digit-addressmultiplexingprograms,one for the
53064 and anotherfor all the other modules.The 53064 program gates the frequencyto be counteddirectlyto the MOS
decades-bypassing the extra decade-and does not subcode.Theotherprogramsends
tractonefromthe digit-address
the unknownfrequencyto the high-speeddecade, subtracts
code,and enablesthe latchoutputs
onef romthe digit-address
of the high-speeddecadeat the propertime.The 53064 is detected by the mainframeby the fact it is the only modulethat
adds one to the digit-addresscode; it does this to blank the
mostsignificant
digitand displaythe signof a voltagemeasurement in that location.
(TCXO)preThetemperature-compensated
crystaloscillator
viouslyavailablein the FCC type-approved53038 525-MHz
Countermodule is now availableas an option in the 53008
time baseavailThismakesthis samehigh-stability
mainframe.
able to all the modules.lt is especiallyappropriatefor the new
Model53054 1100-MHzCounter.
To makeroomfor the TCXOthe BCD outputthat is standard
in the 53004 was deleted, Digitaloutput capabilitycan be
providedby the 5312AHP InterfaceBus module.Two signals
were added to the 50-pininterfaceconnectorthat Joinsmainframeand modulesto allowthe 5312Ato keepthe mainframein
a hold conditionand initiatea measurementat will, and to
transmitoverflow information.
A newdigitalto-analog
convertermodule,Model5311B,has
replacedthe earlier5311A.The newconverterhasthe extracolumnsof selectivity
to accommodateeitherthe eight-digitmainframeor the six-digitmainframe.
P. Thomas Mingle

its threshold is about 45 mV peak. If a signal larger
than this is applied to point A the binary will function correctly. If the input signal at point A is less
than 45 mV peak, the binary may divide by two or it
may feed the input signal through without division,
which would result in an incorrect reading. This
ambiguity is avoided by the feedbackloop.
When the counter is reset, initiating a measurement, theQ output of the arming flip-flop shown in
Fig. 8 goesto its high state.This keeps the gate from
opening and changesthe offset of input B to about
-732V. This meansthat the signal at input A must
have a peak amplitude of at least 165 mV to pass
through the -1.32V thresholdand causethe counter
to react.
Now when the input signal is large enough,it gets
through the chain of prescalersand reachesthe arming
flip-flop. The Q output of the arming flip-flop goesto
its low state and latches there. The gate then opens
and counting begins. When Q goes low, it also re-
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ducesthe offsetof input B of the first binary to its minimum level of -1.485V plus or minus a few millivolts, so the binary has maximum sensitivity. However, the input signal is now much larger than the
threshold signal, so there are no triggering or ambiguity problems.
The two offsetsof input B are set by adjusting R1
and R2. Theseinteract to a degree,but R1 is primarily
for feedbackloop adjustment and R2 is primarily for
sensitivity adjustment.
DecadeCountersand Display
The fastest decade of the eight-decade counting
chain is locatedin the 5305A as shown in Fig. 8. The
output of this decadegoesto the 53008 mainframe,
which contains the other seven decades and the
eight-digit display.
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A New 5-GHz Transistor Process
The dual{ransistor
chips usedin the inputhigh-speedbinary
of the new Model53054 1100-MHzFrequencyCounterarefabricatedby a newbipolarintegratedcircuitprocessthatproduces
transistorshaving an f1 of 5 GHz, more than twice as high as
previouslyattained.l
Basic to the developmentof the new process was a computer simulationof an E2Lgate to identifythe factorslimiting
gate propagationdelay. An accurate high-frequencylargesignaltransistor
modelwas needed.The modelchosenwasthe
Ebers-Moll
modelmodifiedto includehigh-frequency
behaviorand
the Early effect. The model is shown in Fig. 1. Parameters
added for highJrequencyeffectsare seriesresistorsRs, R6,and RE
and junctioncapacitorsCec, Car, C,g,C1c,and C6s. CsE is
proportionalto forwardtransittime 16 : 1l(2d'), where f'1
is the limitingvalue of f1. C1s,C,q, and Cqs are depletionlayer capacitances.
The simulationshowed that rp and Rs were the principal
elementsthat determinepropagationdelay. Decreasesoi 50%
in each of these parametersresultedin decreasesof 35oloand
17%, respectively,in propagationdelay. Similarchanges in

Cic, Cie,and C6s reducedpropagationdelay by 5% or less.
HP's2-GHzbipolartransistorprocesswas then modifiedto
reduce tp and Rs- Key featuresof the new process are an ion
implantation
of boronfor the baseregionand the use of a comThe active
binationof molybdenumand gold for metallization.
of boron
base regionis formedby an implantedpredeposition
followedby a thermaldrive-indiffusion.A base insertreduces
Rs.To reduce Rs, a buriedcollectorlayerand collectorinsert
are used. The emitteris formed by diffusionof phosphorus;
emitterstripewidthis 2.5p,m.Firstand secondmetallizationsseparatedby a layerof silicondioxide-both consistof a layer
thickness
of gold over a layerof molybdenum.Epitaxial-layer
and resistivity
are 2.4 p.mand 0.6 ohm-cm,the same as in the
earlier2-GHz orocess.
Fig. 2 showsthe gain-bandwidthproductof a typicaltransistor as a functiono1collectorbias current.
The new processis not limitedto transistorproduction.More
complexmonolithiccircuitsare under development.
David M. DiPietro
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model

5305A

Frsquency
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70 MHz to 1 100 MHz Channel
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80 MH: Channel
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IMPEDANCE:1 MO shunld bv les han 40 f.
ms 50 Hz ro 10 k[. dsclininoro 10v.os
ovEFLoAo PFoTEcnq:2sv
AGC AXPLIFIEF: Adiuslssensiiiviryallomanely lo componsaletor Inel vanalion. Efidliv€ up lo dipping ievsl ot 10V p'p.
COUPLIilG: Inod is ac couoled.

FrequencyMessursment
F E S O L U T I O I ( a . M r b l . ) r . 1 l , 1 0 ,1 @ , 1 K , a n d l 0 k * , c o r c s p o n d i n g l o l 0 . 1
1 . . 0 1 , 0 0 1 . . 0 @ 1s s o n d g a t €i m € s o n l h o & M H zc h a n n €al n d 1 & . 1 6 , 1 . 6 ,
.16. .016, .0016 s@nd gare in6s on he I 1@ MHz channel.
ACCUFACY: i1 digil i timo bas6 accu.acy
DISPUY: Hz. kH2, MHz wdh pGtriond d€clmalpoint.
High Stability
Tims Base (Option
001)
Tamp€raru.ecompensard dysral Gdllaror rn plug-ohreplacestuncton ol 5o0B
FFEOUENCY: l0 MHz.
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Big Timer/CounterCapabilityin a
PortablePackage
This 75-MHz,eight-functronuniversaltimerlcounteris
anothersnap-on module for the low-cost,compact 5300
MeasuringSystem Compatibilitywith batterypack, digitalto-analogconverter,and HP interfacebus modules
p rovi d es extra ver satiIity.
by Kenneth J. Macleod

,& MAIOR FACTOR IN OUR DECISION to design a
.f&" more nowerful universal counter module for the
5300 Measuring System was our confidence that
semiconductor technology had advanced to a point
where we would be able to include most of the features and specifications that would be expected in a
full-rack-width counter without sacrificing the compactness and low cost of the 5300 system.l We felt
that such a counter would be valuable to many users.
The result, Model 53084 7S-MHz Timer/Counter
(Fig. f), is an eight-digit, eight-function universal
timer and counter. It counts directlv to 75 MHz

and achieves subnanosecond resolution in measuring repetitive time intervals. In addition to a wide selection of manual ranges for all functions, it has a
novel autoranging system for four functions. Its capabilities are substantially better than those of previous 53O0-systemcounters, and compare favorably
with some much larger and more expensive units.
The frequency range of zs MHz, 50% higher than
previous 5300-system universal counters, was
achieved by the use of Schottky TTL integrated circuits. Because it counts directly, the new module
offers ten times more resolution than its prescaled

rtFr:rd,*'

Fig. 1. Model 53084 7S-MHz
TimerlCounter (lower module)
is an eightJunction, eight-digit
universal timer and counter that
works with the 53008 mainframe.
Features include autoranging,
trigger lights, and preset trigger
levels for logic measurements.

50-MHz predecessor.
The 53084 Timer/Counter works only with the
new eight-digit mainframe, Model 53008, and not
with the earlier six-digit mainframe. Although it can
display eight digits, the new mainframe contains only sevendecadecounters,relying on the snap-onmodule to provide an eighth decadeif desired,The new
timer/counter contains this counting decade.
Timer/CounterFunctions
The eight functions provided by the 5308A are:
r Frequency
r Frequency ratio
r Period
r Period average
r Time interval
n Time interval average
r Totalize counts on one channel during a pulse
on the other
: Totalize counts on one channel between two
pulses on the other.
The last three functions are all new to 53O0-system
universal counters.
Time interval averaging improves resolution on
repetitive time intervals.The systemused is quite similar to that of the largerHP 5326 andsgzz counters.2'3
Resolution increases approximately as the square
root of the number of unique events averaged.For a
single time interval, resolution is limited by the
If tO6
10-MHzinternal oscillatorto 100 nanoseconds.
eventsare averaged,resolution is improved by a factor of 103to 100 picoseconds.
In contrast to resolution, the accuracy of time interval measurementsis more dependent on the differencein propagation delaysbetween the two channels. Measurementsare guaranteedaccurate within
one nanosecond. This is achieved by making both
input channels as identical as possible in every respect. Both Schmitt triggers, for example, are on the
same IC chip, and both time interval synchronizers
are on a single chip.
The two new totalizing functions provide flexible
electrical gating, and should be widely useful in diagnosing problemsin digital communicationsand computation systems.Events may be totalized on channel A at ratesup to 75 MHz. Channel B can open and
close the gate on four combinations of transitions.
The panel markings indicate totalizing from a nega-L1
tive-going transition to a positive one (
), or from
one positive-going transition to the next (-,ru,\).
These markings assumethe channel B slope switch
is in the 7- position; placing it in the r"_ position
inverts the polarities of all transitions mentioned
above, thus providing the other two combinations,

iL a n dW

Severalother featureshave beenbuilt into the func10

tion "totalize A from one pulse on B to the next."
First, the totalizing can be started and stopped by
pressing a manual opEN/cLosE
pushbutton. While totalizing is under way, the'rtvE BASBourpur port on
the rear panel provides a replica of the channel A input signal (up to 10 MHzJ scaledby the factor 10Nindicated by the TIMEBASEselector switch. In the
cHECKmode. the 1O-MHzoscillator is substituted for
channel A, This results in a manually or electrically
operated stopwatch. Once again, the TIMEBASEourPUTprovides 10 MHz scaled by the indicated factor
while the count is in progress,This servesas a handy
source of any decade frequency from 0.1 Hz to 10
MHz.
Autoranging
The rrlr,tssasn selector switch has ten positions:
nine are manual ranges and the tenth is Auro. The
nine manual rangesmay be selectedfor any function.
For instance,periods may be measuredwith a resolution from 1 femtosecond[tO-15s)to 10 seconds,and an
overflow point from 100nanosecondsto 1 gigasecond.
Most userswill find they rarely need to select any
TIMEBASEposition except AUTO.This provides human-oriented autoranging for four functions: frequency, frequency ratio, period average,and time interval average.When AUTois selected,the 5308A automatically selectsa range that results in a measurement time between0.11secondand 1.1second.Thus
the user gets measurementswith the best resolution
possible within a convenient gate time, which we
have found, basedon observationsoftypical users,to
be in the range0.1 to 1 s. The 5308A is the first counter to provide such autoranging for frequency ratio
and time interval average(seebox, page 11).
The four functions that are not autorangedoperate
in their highest-resolution range when AUTo is selected. Since the eight-digit display allows totalizing
up to 108counts or measuring a period or time interval up to 10 secondsin this range without overflow,
it is satisfactory for the great majority of measurements. As a result, the user can ignore the rINlngnsn
selectorexcept on rare occasions.
Under all conditions, correct decimal points and
annunciators are displayed by the 530sA. This is
true even for frequency ratio and totalizing with prescaling, which have traditionally left these computations to the user.
CentralControlROM
Much of the new capability of the 53084 Timer/
Counter was made possible by the addition of a single IC: the central control ROM (read-only memory).
This circuit controls all signal multiplexing and all
decimal points and annunciators. It decodes 184
combinations of nuucttoN, TIMEBASE,cHECKswitch,

A Universal Autoranging System
for a Universal Timer/Counter

I
I

Autorangingschemes have been available in counters for
severalyears,but noneare usablefor as many functionsas the
systememployedin the 53084. Conventionalautorangingwas
introducedto preventoverflowwhen measuringhigh frequencies in countersthat havefew digits.The gate time is automatically shortened,thereby reducing resolutionand preventing
overflow.
Such a systemis hardly necessaryfor the 5308A, since the
maximuminputfrequencyof 75 MHz can be countedto a resolution of 1 Hz (gate time of one second) in the 8-digit display
withoutoverflow.Whythen shouldthe 53084 havean autoranging systemat all?
Theanswersto thisquestionarefoundin measurement
functionsotherthan frequency.First,when measuringonlyone parameter,suchas periodaverage,it is a nuisanceto calculatethe
time base selectionfor maximumresolution.Second,when alternatelymeasuringtwo parameters,it is usuallynecessaryto
change the time base selectioneach time the function is
switched.Both these difiicultiesare removed by the 53084.
As a simple example of the time base calculationproblem,
considermeasuringthe averageperiodoI a2-kHzsignal.A single period is 500 microseconds.The resultwill be displayedas
500.0prs,usingonlyfour of the eightavailabledigits.To achieve
maximumresolution,we can set the time base to average 1ff
periods. This yields a display of 500.00000g.s, but the measurementtakesfive seconds.To get morerapid measurements,
the user would probablysettlefor a time base selectionof 103
periods and a display of 500.0000ps. In practice,most users
are found to make a time base selectionby trial and errorwhen
measuringperiod average,time intervalaverage,and trequency ratio.The 53084 makes all these selectionsautomatically if desired.
Now if this user also needs to measurethe frequency of a
30-kHzsignal,he can easilyselecta one-secondgate time,for
a displayof 30.000kHz. But this meansa change of time base
selectionis requiredfor each change ol function.Here is another case where autoranging makes measurementsfaster
and easier.

clocked on the next log pulse. The log time base produces
pulseswhen 10 eventshave occurred,and when 102,103,...,
107,108eventshaveoccurred.The firstof these pulsesto occur
after0. 11 s has elapsedwillclosethe gate.Becausethe pulses
representpowersof ten of the event rate,some pulse will close
thegateafterit hasbeenopenfor a timebetween0.11 and 1.1 s.
Returningto the exampleof measuringthe period averageof
a2-kHz signal,we see that log time base pulsesoccurat 5 ms,
50 ms, 500 ms, 5 s, and so on. Theserepresent10, 102,103,
and 104events.The first of theseto occur after0.11 s elapsesis
the 500-mspulse,representing103events.This pulse closes
the gate. This is probablythe same gate time the user would
have selected.
When measuring frequency in the AUro mode, the 53084
always selects a 1-s gate time. lf the 555 had been set to a
nominalvalue of 0.1 s, componenttoleranceswould have
caused some unrtsto produce an actual time of 0.095 s and
othersto produce0.105s. Thiswouldhavecausedthe 53084
to select either0.1-s or 1.0-s gate times. To force a 1.0-s gate
time in frequencymeasurementsdespite componenttolerances,the nominalvaluewas raisedto 0. 11 s.
Thanks to the inexpensive555 timer, the 53084 performs
autorangingon the user's own terms: convenientgate time.
Resolution
is the best possiblewithinthis constraint.Previous
considerations
of displayoverflowor underfillingare ignored.
Sinceeventsmay occur at an arbitraryrate,it is possiblefor the
first time to autorangein time intervalaverage and frequency
ratio measurements.
Userswho have specialneedsfor longeror shorterautomatic
measurementtimes can requestspecialversionsof the 53084.
Any decaderangeof measurement
timescan be provided.For
example,if faster responseis needed to allow rapid signal
changesto be followed,a range of gate times from 0.03 to
0.3 s could be reouested.

How Does lt Work?
The new autorangingsystem combines the patented "log
time base" of the 53008 mainframerwith a 0.11-secondtimer
in the 53084 (see Fig. 2). The timer is the commercially
availabletype 555 integratedcircuit timer used as a oneshot.lt is triggeredby the openingof the gate.About0.11second
aftertheopeningofthegate,the 555clocksFF1,enablingFF2to be
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Fig. 2. 53084 function control
circuit. Central control ROM
made possiblemuch of the new
capability of the 53084, including
autoranging and time interval
averagtng.

of the 5308A.The -0.13V presetsetsthe trigger level
at one-tenth the ECL threshold.
A sEpARATE/coMMoN
s switch, when set to coMMoNB, connectsthe signal from the channel B input
port to both internal channels.This allows time interval and time interval average measurementsto be
made from one point to another on a single input signal. Pulse width and rise time are the parameters
most commonly measured using this mode, Unlike
some other counters,the SSOAAdoesnot connect the
n position.
input ports together in the cotvttvtoN
Instead, it completely disconnectsthe channel A
port, coupling switch, and attenuator.This has three
InputChannels
advantages.First, it prevents a signal source conEach of the two input channelshas selectableac or
nected to one port from damaging another source
dc coupling, a switchable attenuator,a slope switch,
connectedto the other port. Second,in the frequency
and a trigger level control with a range of -r2V. Iacks
function, it allows switching between two indepenon the rear panel allow monitoring of the trigger levdent signals at the two ports by simply sliding the
els with an external DVM or other high-impedance
s switch from one position to the
sEpARATE/coMMoN
voltmeter.
other. Third, it maintains a 1-M,fl input impedance
LEVEL when switched to the cotvtvoNs mode.
Also on the rear panel is a SETTRIGGER
switch, which presetsthe trigger level of either channel when the lrvn knob is rotated to the sETdetent. Triggerand Gatelndicators
Adjacent to the lrvrI, knobs are LED trigger indicaThe three presetlevels are 0V, +0.15V, and -O.tgV.
tor lights, anotherfeaturenot previously available on
The 0V preset, the only one available on previous
5300 snap-ons. These indicators blink when the
counters, is used for sine, square,or other symmetric
waves. The two new presets enable easier measure- channel is triggering at about 1 kHz ot less, and glow
steadily when triggered at higher frequencies.They
ment of logic signals; as the electronics world bealso stretch a single narrow pulse or a single threshcomes increasingly digital, more counter users find
old crossing to produce a visible flash. Trigger inthemselves measuring the parameters of these sigdicating lights are always a convenience, and they
nals. The new *0.15V preset sets the trigger level
can be nearly indispensablefor settingup a two-chanat one-tenth the threshold of TTL logic. This allows
nel measurementwithout benefit of a DVM.
TTL measurementseither with a 10:1 divider probe
When the main gate is open, a TTL low signal is
or with a direct probe and the built-in 10:1attenuator
and event rate. Essentially aII the low-speed logic
that would have been necessaryto implement the
5308A is replaced by the central control ROM (see
Fig. 2). The central control ROM is a 4096-bit NMOS
ROM organizedas 256 words of to bits each.Besides
allowing more functional decoding to be performed,
the central control ROM also was instrumental in
making the low-speed logic more compact. This was
the factor that made possible the addition of synchronizers for time interval averaging, the circuitry
to display the contents of the fast decade,and even
the autoranging system.
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2. R. Schmidhauser,"Measuring NanosecondTime Intervals by Averaging," Hewlett-Packardfournal, April 1970.
3. "Time Interval Averaging," Hewlett-PackardApplication Note 162-1.
4. J.F.Horner,L.W. Masters,and P.T. Mingle, "DMM and
DAC Modules Expand Low-Cost Measuring System,"
Hewlett-Packardfournal, June 1973.
5. G.D. Sasakiand L.P. |ohnson,"Minimal Cost Measuring Instruments for SystemsUse," Hewlett-PackardJournal, fanuary 1975.

available at the GATEour connector on the rear paneI. This signal can be used to intensify an oscilloscope trace of the input waveforms during time interval measurements,providing a graphic confirmation
of the measurementbeing performed,
Use with "ln-Between"Modules
In combination with the new 53008 mainframe.
the 5308A provides a universal timer/counter with
all the capability needed for most bench applications.With the addition of a 5310ABatteryPack,itbecomes fully portable for field use. It can also take its
place in instrument systemsby using the 53118 Analog Output modulea or the 5312A HP Interface Bus
module.s
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A High-CurrentPowerSupplyfor Systems
That Use S-VoltlC Logic Extensively
power supply gives 1004 at 5 V
Thisswitching-regulated
with 70% efficiency.A heat-removalsyslemallows compaclness without /oss of reliability.
by MauroDiFrancesco

OF THE PECULIARITIES OF THE present
nNE
\-l technical environment is that power supplies are
often as large as the systems they power. Large-scale
integrated-circuit technology does not necessarily reduce power consumption in proportion to size.
This situation has spurred developments in switching regulated power supplies, which are much
smaller and less wasteful of power than equivalent
series regulated supplies. This article describes a
new switching regulated supply (Fig. r) that delivers
up to 100 amperes at 5 volts but is only one-third the
size and has only one-fifth the weight of an equivalent series-regulated supply. It's designed for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) who use large
amounts of s-volt logic in CPU's, add-on memory systems, computer peripherals, telecommunications
systems, and other digital equipment.
Although smaller size and lower power consumption are obviously the major benefits of this kind of
supply, other benefits are not immediately apparent.
For example, though the purchase price is some 10 to
15% higher than that of an equivalent series-regulated power supply, long-term costs are lower, a result of the higher efficiency. Since power dissipated
(Pp) is related to power output [P") by

The price of the switching regulated power supply
can be expected to remain stable over the years as the
cost of the expensive semiconductors it uses continue to decline, a factor of importance to systems manufacturers now designing new equipment. The price
of other types of power supplies, on the other hand,
can be expected to rise because of the greater use of
basic raw materials, principally aluminum, copper
and iron, that are growing in cost.
Efficient Performance
The new power supply, Model 62605M, is a modular type designed for permanent installation. It occupies only % cubic foot (77OOcm3) and weighs 14 lb
(6.4 kg). Its 5-volt output remains constant within
0.1% with any load from 0 to 100 amperes and the output returns to within \o/o of. nominal in less than

p o : ( # - 1 )p o ,
it can be seen that a b00-W switching supply with an
efficiency (E) of zO% dissipates Z1.sW, while a typical 4oo/o efficient series-regulated supply dissipates
750 W. Assuming a typical electrical power cost
of 3.5 cents per kilowatt-hour, the price differential
would be recovered in only six months of operation,
and this without taking into account additional savings fror-n the reduction in needed cooling equipment and the power it uses.

Fig. 1. Model 62605M Power Supply, designed for permanent installation,suppliescurrentin a range from 0 to 100 A
at 5 V. The switching regulator achieves 70% efficiency at
full output.
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F,9.2. Block diagramot the Model 62605Mmodularpower supply.lt operatesdirectlytrom a
220V power line when the shorting sfrap is in place. With the strap removed (and some other
minor changes), the input rectifiersno longer function as a bridge but become a voltage doubler
that enables use on a 120Vline.

1.5 ms following a s0-amperechangein load. Ripple
and noise (PARD) are less than 50 mV p-p (2OHz to
2O MHz) and drift is less than 0.1% over an 8-hour
period. The isolated output allows either output terminal to be grounded. It has overvoltage, overcurrent, overtemperature and reverse voltage protection.
Basic Considerations
During the conceptual stage of the power supply
design, particular attention was devoted to the components in the main power mesh as this is where the
major expenseis and where the most heat is generated. Taking the effect of these components on cost
effectivenessand on size and weight as a primary
consideration,iheblock diagram of Fig.2 evolved.
The use of a line-synchronous preregulator was a
key factor in obtaining our objectives.First of all, by
holding the input to the switching regulatorsrelatively constant,it permitted the use of lower voltage transistors and capacitors,the two costliest items in the
power supply. The coarseregulation it provides also
allows the main regulator to achieve finer regulation
with a minimum of additional gain.
A third benefit results from the inclusion of a slowstart circuit that the preregulator circuit allowed us
to incorporate. This prevents large powerline current surges at turn-on which, at this power level,
could weld switch contactsand trip circuit breakers,
or cause line-voltage transients that affect other
15

equipment.
The main regulator operates similarly to other
switching regulated power supplies developed by
Hewlett-Packard.lIn brief, transistors Q1 and Q2 aIternately generate rectangular pulses that are
stepped down in voltage by transformerT1, rectified
by diodes D1 and D2 and smoothed by the LC networks that follow. The voltage-error amplifier responds to changes in the output voltage, adjusting
the width of the Qr-Q2 pulsesto bring the output voltage back to nominal.
Because Q1 and Q2 are alternately either fully
turned on or completely turned off, the power dissipated in these components is much reduced over
that of a series-passregulator.This is one of the major
benefits of the switching regulator.
Another benefit arisesfrom the ZO-kHzpulse repetition rate, which allows the use of much smaller
-and hence lighter-transformers, chokes, and filter capacitors.
HeatRemoval
Although the new supply is 7oo/oefficient, that
means that upwards of zOOWis dissipated at this
power level. Removing this heat to allow use of a
smaller enclosure presented an interesting design
challenge.
The principal sources of heat are the switching
transistors,about 30 watts each,and the power rectifiers, 35 watts each.To achievereliability goals,heat

Fig.3. Heat ls removedfrom the power mesh througha heat
exchanger (left) that risesin temperatureonly 0.5'ClW with an
air flow of 10 ftsls.An equivalentconvection-cooledheat sink
is shown on the right.

sinks with thermal resistancesof about 0.5"/W
would be required to hold junction temperaturesbelow 125oCin a 40oCenvironment. This ruled out convection cooling becauseof the huge heat sink that
would be required. Therefore it was decided to use
forced-air cooling and a heat sink made with convoluted fin stock (Fig. 3), about the most efficient thermal convectoravailable.An air duct concentratesthe
air flow where needed most.
The overall decreasein component temperatures
achievedby the use of forced-air cooling resulted in a
higher MTBF (mean time before failureJ than would
have been possiblewith convectioncooling. MTBF,
according to HP quality assuranceprocedures,is
45.000hours*,
Considerable size and weight reductions in the
magnetics,as well as cost,was also madepossibleby
the more efficient cooling lsee Fig. Z).
Forced-air cooling can have disadvantages,however. These include fan unreliability, dust clogging, air intake blockage and the need for maintenance.All were considered in the design. The fan selected is a self-lubricated, low-speed, high-reliabiIity fan that has an MTBF exceeding 80,000 hours
and that needs no maintenance.Tests in a dusty environment showed that cooling is not adversely affectedby a build-up of dust inside the power supply
but if the user deems that an air filter is necessary,
one can be added with insignificant degradation in
cooling performance. If the air intakes or outlets
should be blocked inadvertently, causing a rise in internal temperature, a thermal switch shuts off the
supply to prevent damage.
'Bycontrast,
sink
anequivalent
series-reoulator
supply
using
20pass
transistors
inparallel
ona heat
temperatures
below
160"C,
wouldhave
a MTBF
of25,000
hours.
thatmaintains
iunction
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ElectricalNoise
One of the main objectionsto switching-regulated
power supplies has been the generation of electromagnetic interference (EMII. This inteiference can
be conducted out the power line and out the dc output, or it can be radiated.In working out the design of
the Model 6260bM,threemajor sourcesof EMI had to
be contendedwith: the preregulatortriac, the switching transistors, and the main rectifiers. The triac
noise is controlled by a rather large 120-Hz filter
choke in serieswith the line. The 2}-kHznoise generated by the switching transistorsis controlled by two
LC filter sections in the main power mesh. Electrostatic shielding in the main power transformer (T1 in
Fig. 2) preventsthis noise from being conductedto
the secondary.
Noise from the rectifiers was controlled by several
techniques. First, the main transformer is designed
to minimize leakageinductance, which provides an
impedance acrosswhich current transients develop
voltage noise. Second, RC damper networks across
the rectifiers reduce current transientsby preventing
rapid changesin rectifier current. Third, the
Schottky rectifiers used virtually eliminate reverse
recovery current that would act on what little leakage inductance there is. As a result, even though
more than 100,{ is being switched on and off at a 20kHz rate, noise at the output is lessthan 15 mV rms,
or 50 mV p-p (20 Hz to 2OMHz).
Radiation is controlled by the air duct, a sheetmetal enclosure that surrounds the power mesh.

Mechanical
Design
A primary goal in the mechanical design was ease
of assemblyand disassemblyfor serviceability.A disassembledunit is shown in Fig. 4. The central module (A) containsthe inductor and capacitorsused to
filter the preregulator output. The right side (B) has
the small-signal control circuits, EMI filters, and the
ac line rectifier and preregulatortriac. This assembly
plugs on to the central circuit board. The power output assembly is mounted on the left-side circuit
board (C) which is inserted in the air duct/radiation
shield (D).This plugs on to the other side of the central circuit board. A cover and eight screws complete
the assembly. It can be completely disassembled
with a screwdriver in only three minutes, and there
are no wires to unsolder.
The design complies with the safety requirements
of the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC 348) and the unit is being submitted to the
Underwriters' Laboratory for approval under UL
Standard 478. These are important considerations
for this type of supply becauseof the number of internal components connected to the ac power line.

(c)

(A)

Fig. 4. Modular construction
s i m p l i f i e sa s s e m b l y a n d d i s assemb/y.

Capacitor C3 provides loop stabilization but it also
insures slow start-up by preventing the ramp from being too steep at turn-on. The result is a slowly increasing triac conduction angle at turn-on.
The preregulator's 220V output is converted to 5V
by the two-transistor switch and transformer shown
in Fig. 6. The two-transistor configuration was considered most cost effective for the switch even though
four smaller transistors, which would be operated in
a bridge to achieve the desired power level, cost much
less. Analysis showed that the added cost of the extra
components needed to assure proper timing in the

Circuit Details
Operation of the preregulator is diagrammed in
Fig. 5. The rectified line voltage is compared to a
reference and the result used as an error signal to control the slope of a ramp voltage (waveform C). The
ramp is compared to the rectified sine wave (B) and
when the two coincide, the triac is gated on.
If the preregulator output voltage were low compared to the reference, a steeper ramp would be generated, This results in an earlier gate pulse and, consequently, more electrical charge into the line rectifiers
to restore the output voltage to the desired level.

Pre-Regulator
Triac

Gate

I lert"""
Trigger Retarded
Because of High
Line Transient

Fig.5. Block diagram of the preregulatorsection.Operation is explained by the waveforms,
which also show how the preregulatorrespondsimmediately to a change in line voltage.
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Fig. 6. Swrtchrngregulator circuit operates at 20 kHz, a repetition rate that is an optimum compromise with respectto cost,size, dissipation,partsavailability,and acoustic noise. Thecolored
waveformsshowfull-load operation.Theblackwaveforms aretypical of lightly Ioaded operation.

bridge circuit would negate the lower cost of the
smaller transistors.
The waveforms shown in Fig. 6 describethe operation of the regulator.The output is summedalgebraically with a referencevoltage of opposite polarity to
derive an error voltage near the zero level. As in other
switching regulators,the dc output following the
first LC filter has a triangular ripple. When neither
switching transistor is on, current drawn by the load
from capacitor C4 generatesthe rising portion of the
triangular waveform (it's taken from the negative
bus).When the ripple reachesthe zerolevel,the comparator turns on one of the switching transistors,
which then chargesC4,reversingthe slopeof the ripple. The transistor remains on until turned off by the
next-occurringclock pulse.
If less current were drawn from the power supply,
the upward slopeof the ripple would be lessand transistor turn-on would occur at a later time with respectto the clock pulses.The conductiontime of the
transistorwould thus be shorter,maintaining the output voltage at a constant level.
Steering logic in the modulator causes the two
switching transistorsQ1 and Q2 to turn on alternately, resulting in the bipolar,pulsetrain on the primary
of transformerT1 (waveform A). However, due to inherent differences in circuit delays, the on times of
the transistors could differ slightly, thus giving rise
to a dc componentin the current supplied to T1. If
allowed to continue, the dc current would eventually build up to a level sufficient to saturate T1, ultimately leading to the destruction of the transistors.
To eliminate this possibility, the transformer is accoupledto the preregulatorby capacitorsC1 and C2.
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A dc component in the switching transistors causes a
net charge on the capacitors that shifts the bias on the
transistors, compensating for the unbalance. As a result, Tt receives equal positive and negative volt-second pulses.
The power required to drive the switching transistors is about 30 watts. Drive power usually is obtained directly from the power line through a bias
transformer, but for this supply, a 2lz-lb, 12-cubic
inch transformer (1 kg, 190 cm3) would be needed.
Significant size and cost savings were realized by obtaining the drive power from an auxiliary winding
on main power transformer T1. This required a 5% increase in the size of T1 but since T1 weighs only 7 oz
(0.2 kg), the increase was insignificant. An auxiliary
winding on the preregulator bias transformer (T2 in
Fig. 2) supplies the small amount of bias need for
start up of the switching operation.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model 62605M 100-W Switching Regulated Modular
Power SuPPly

OvERVOLTAGETRIP SIGNAL:terminalA1 hasvoltageof 15 V t2 V withrespect
to +S under normal operatingconditions.This voltagefalls to approximately
0.8 voltswhen overvoltageoccurs.TerminalA1 can supply0.1 mA in the high
state and can sink 10 mA in the low state.
REMOTESENSING:terminalsare providedwhich correctfor lead-voltagedrop
ol up to 0.25 V while maintaining5 V at the load. Loadis protectedif sensingleads
are inadvertentlyopened.
MOUNTING:supplycan be mountedin any positionprovidedair intakeand outlet
holes are not blocked.
DIMENSIONS:
20.7cmW x 12.8cm H x 29.2cm D (8.14 x 5.03 x 11.50inches).
W E I G H T6
: . 4 k g .( 1 4 l b ) .
PRICElN U.S.A.:62605M.$650.
MANUFACTUBINGDIVISION;NEW JERSEYDIVISION
Green Pond Road
RockawaY,New Jersey 07866

OUTPUTVOLTAGE:5 V t0.25 V.
'1OO
A at 40.C.
OUTPUTCURRENTI
DC OUTPUTISOLATION:outputis isolatedfrom chassisground.Eitheroutput
terminalmay be grounded.
LOAO EFFECT (load regulation): 0.05% from 0 to 100% of rated output current.
SOURCE EFFECT (line regulation): 0.05% for any change within input volV acl.
tage rangel1O4-127,1A7-250
PARD (ripple and noise): less than 15 mV rms, 50 mV p-p (20 Hz to 20 MHz).
TEMPERATURECOEFFICIENT:less than 0.02%/'C.
DRIFT (stability): less than 0.1% over 8-hour intervaltollowing30-minutes
warmup.
LOAD EFFECTTRANSIENTRECOVERY:Outputvoltagereturnsto within 1'l"
to 50%, or
of nominalin less than 1.5 ms followinga load changefrom 100o/o
50o/oto 100%.
TURN-ONAND TUFN-OFFTRANSIENTino overshootoutsideof regulationand
ripple band. Output voltage decreases smoothly atter carryover time.
CARRYOVEBTIME: outputvoltageremainswithin2'l. of specifiednominalfor
more than 15 ms whiledeliveringfull loadcurrentfollowingremovalof ac input
power.
OPERATINGTEMPERATUBE:0 to 40'C ambient.OutDutcurrentlor continuous
operation is derat€d linearlyfrom 100 amps at 40"C to 60 amps at 70'C.
COOLING:Built-infan.
THERMAL PROTECTION: internal thermostat shuts otf output for an overtemDeraturemndition.
REVERSEVOLTAGE PBOTECTION:supplyis protectedagainstapplicationof
reverse polarityvoltage across output terminals.Mdimum steady state reverse
current can be up to 25% of rated output current.
in extractorposton
15A linef use(lor 120V ac operation)
AC INPUTPROTECTION:
rear of supply.
INPUT POWER:
LINE: 104-127V ac (187-250V ac with Option106),48-63Hz, singlephase.
L I N EC U R F E N T 1: 1 . 5a m D sr m s m a x i m u ma t 1 2 7V a c l i n e .
INPUTTBIP SIGNAL:contactclosurebetweenterminalsA1 and +S on rearbarrier
strip remotelytrips overvoltagecircuit.
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Fig.7. Efficientcooling alsoreduced the stze of the magnetic
components.Main power transformerT1 on the left handles
500 watts with the forced-air cooling. By comparison, the
conveciion-cooledtransformeron the right can handle only
200 watts.
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FourierAnalysis
Band-Selectable
Frequencyresolutionin selectedbandscan be as muchas
100 timesbetterthan conventionalbasebandFourier
analysis.
by H. WebberMcKinney

Er OURIER ANALYZERS are computer-based
l' instrumentsthattake advantageof thefastFourier
transform to perform digital spechum analysis of
input signals in the frequency range dc to 100 kHz.
They are widely used in the analysis of mechanical
structures, vibrations, communications networks,
electronic circuits, control systems,and many other
devices and physical phenomena.
Becauseof their dependenceon the Fourier transform, Fourier analyzers have been limited to baseband spectral analysis, that is, the frequency band
under analysis always extends from dc to some maximum frequency determined by the rate at which the
input signal is sampled.A problem with basebandanalysis is that, to increasethe frequency resolution for
a given sample rate, the number of lines in the computed spectrum must increase, and this requires a
corresponding increase in the number of samples
used to computethe spectrum.As the number of samples increases,processingtime and computer memory requirements multiply rapidly, thus placing a
practical limit on frequency resolution.

Baseband Spectrum 2.5 kHy'Div

25 kHz

Band-Selectable
FourierAnalysis
Band-selectableFourier analysis, or BSFA, a new
capability of the HP 54518 Fourier Analyzer, is a measurementtechnique that makesit possibleto perform
Fourier analysis over a frequency band whose upper
and lower frequenciesare independently selectable.
BSFA provides increasedfrequency resolution without increasing the number of spectral lines stored in
the computer. The improvement in resolution is
greaterthan 100 times, comparedto standardFourier
analysis. Dynamic range is maintained at 80 dB
when the major signal is within the selected band,
and is increasedto 90 dB or more when the major signal is outside the band. The upper frequency limits
for BSFA power spechum and frequency response
measurementsare 19 kHz and g kHz, respectively
The lower limit is dc.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the advantages of BSFA in
power spectrum measurements.Fig. 3 shows a twochannel, transfer function BSFA measurement.In a
BSFA measurementthe sampled input signal is digitallv filtered to remove all information outside the

BSFA Spectrum 30 HzlDiv

-82 dB
4860 Hz
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Fig.1. The resolutionand dynamic range improvementsof bandselectableFourier analysis(BSFA),
a new capability of the 5451B
Fourier Analyzer, are demonstrated by these power spectra of
the output of a sine wave generator. The conventionalbaseband
spectrum shows the S-kHz fundamental and the third harmonic at
-69 dB. The noise floor is 72 dB
down. The BSFAspectrum shows
that the fundamental is actually at
5010 Hz and that there are 60-Hz
and 120-Hzsidebands.The noise
floor is greater than B0 dB down.
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Fig,2,ln the baseband spectrum of a sine wave buried in
whitenoise the sinewave appearsonly 2 dB above the noise
after 10 000 averages.ln the BSFAspectrum after only 100
rh6 o;n6,,rayels 17 dB above the noiseand conse_
quentlyis much more detectable.BSFA's100 x improvement
in resolutronresultsin a reduced mean value for the white
noise;however,the noisevarianceis greaterbecause fewer
measurementswere averaged. The two measurementsrequired the same total time.
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sponding to the desired frequency band are stored.
The increased dynamic range of BSFA is a result of
the sharp rolloffs of the digital filters, and of the increased resolution, which reduces the effect of the
white quantizing noise of the Fourier analyzer's analog-to-digital converters (see reference 1). Out-ofband signals are attenuated by at least 90 dB relative
to a full-scale in-band spectral line.
The Fourier analyzer operator may identify the frequency band of interest either by specifying the bandwidth and center frequency or by specifying the upper and lower limits of the band as percentages of the
currently displayed bandwidth. The system calculates the best fit to the operator's request and prints
out the actual band. gs% coverage of the requested
band is assured if the requested band is within the
allowable range.
BSFA measurement bandwidths are selectable in
steps of (sample frequency)/5n, where n is an integer, Center-frequency settability is always better
than 0.1% of the maximum frequency. Center frequency and bandwidth stability are better than one
part in 1.06.

-60 +
70
-80
975 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 5 1 0 5 0 1 0 7 5 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 5 1 1 5 0 1 1 7 5 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 5
Frequency(Hz)

Fig. 3. /n thrs mechanrcalimpedance measurementon a
squeakyautomobilediscbrakerotor, BSFAmade possiblean
accurate determinationof the modes of vibration and the
damping associatedwith each mode.
for a fixed

How BSFA Works
Fig. a shows the signal flow in a normal baseband
Fourier frequency spectrum measurement. Also
shown in Fig. 4 are the spectra of the input signal, the
output of the anti-aliasing filter, and the sampled signal. and the resultine Fourier transform. Notice that
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sampling

frequency

F, the spacing

of the

spectral lines (Af) is inversely proportional to the
number of samples (N).
The time required for the fast Fourier transform is
proportional to NlogrN. For values of N greater than
256 this time increasingly dominates the total processing time for Fourier analysis measurements.
Also, as many as 6N words of computer main memory
may be required for data storage in transfer function measurements, making it prohibitively expensive to allow N to be more than a few thousand.
This limits the attainable Af.
Baseband Fourier analysis gives equal frequency
resolution from dc to half the sampling frequency. If
equal resolution is required then the restrictions of
baseband analysis are unavoidable. However, most

cos (2rfcnAt)

While the soectrum does not become visible until after the
Fourier transform (D-D), it is uselul to obseruethe lrequencydomain eftects of each ofthe signal processingshown above.
A flat inDut sDectrum is assumed.

A-A
Input Spectrum

-t

+f
-sin (2zl"nAt)

B-B
Atter AntFAlias
Filter

Consider what is happening in the lrequency domain after
each of the operations shown above. The region ol interest
is highlightedby givingit a fl shape.The remainderof the
spectrum is assumeq to be flat.

c-c
After Time
Domain Sampling
(Fs is the Sample
Frequency)

A-A
After Input Has
Been Filtered
and Sampled

I},D
Afler the
Fourier Transform

B.B
After Spectrum
has been Shifted
bvL

lmportant Baseband Fourier Transtorm Relations
At : Fs /N : liT : l/NAt
Where:
Af
F"
N
T
At

:
:
:
=
:

c-c

Frequency Resolution
SamplingFrequency: l/At
Number of Time SamplesTransformed
Length of Time Becord
Time Between Samples

Atter the Digital
Filtering Operation

D-D
After the
Resampling

Fig,4,Signal flow in baseband Fourier Analysis,showing
spectra that result from individual processlng steps. A flat
input spectrum ls assumed.

F; dc F6 2F;
This signal is then Fourier transformed into N equally spaced
spectral lines between -Fs'/2 and Fs'12.

measurementsrequire high resolution over only a
portion of the baseband.This is where BSFA makes
its contribution.
Fig. 5 shows the signal flow in a BSFA frequency
spectum measurement.Also shown are the spectrum of the filtered, sampled input signal and the
spectra resulting from a frequency shift by an
amount f", the digital filtering operation, and resampling at a rate F'r. The results of resampling are
Fourier-transformedinto N equally spaced spectral
lines between -F'J2 and F'r/2.Resolutionis
Af, : F'r/N : FJnN:

lmportant BSFA Relations
Af' : F.TN = Fs /n .N = 1/T'
Where:
Fs' :
N :
Fs :
n :
T' :

Resampling Frequency
Number of Frequency Lines
Original Sampling Frequency
Integer Oetermined by Fs and BSFA Bandwidth
Length of Time Record

Fig. 5. BSFA signal flow. A frequency shift by fc centers the
analysis band on the trequency of interest and digital filtering removes information outside the band of interest.

1/nT : IlT,

where F, is the original sampling frequency, F'. is
the resampling frequency, N is the number of spectral lines, T' is the length of the time record of the input signal, and n is an integer determined by F, and
the selected BSFA bandwidth. Thus resolution is
improved by a factor of n over a basebandmeasure22

ment. However, the time record of the input signal is
n times as long, and nN input samplesare required,
even though only N points are stored.
DigitalFiltering
Computationally efficient digital filters that have
high out-of-band rejection are the primary requirement for band-selectable Fourier analysis. Fig. 6

Digital filter bandwidth is tuned by changing the
length of the filter impulse response.
ReducedStorage
The amount of computer memory needed to store
BSFA data is considerably less than would be required in a basebandmeasurementof the same frequency resolution. This is true even though the
length of the measuredinput record is also the same.
BSFA requires less.storagebecausethe entire sampled time record is never stored in the main computer memory all at once. Instead,it is broken into N
shorter records, each of which is processedindividually, and only N points are stored. For a 100x improvement in resolution relative to a basebandmeasurement with the same number of spectral lines
about 1.2K additional words of storageare required
for BSFA buffers. In a basebandmeasurement100N
words would be required for the sameresolution, or
L02,400words for N : 7024,a typical number.
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Fig. 6.8SFA digital filtershave high out-of-bandrejection,a
primary requirement for BSFA.Here the BSFAfilter frequency
response is compared with a commonly used raised cosine
filter. Note the 50 dB ereater out-of-band reiection of the
BSFAfilter.

shows the frequency response of the digital filters
used in the 54518.The responsehas a -3 dB to -90
dB shapefactor of four for all bandwidths. The passband is flat only within 3 dB, but the filter shape is
known precisely and results are corrected to o.r dB
accuracy after the Fourier transform operation.
The filtering operation is performed by convolving the impulse responseof the filter with the sampled input waveform. Convolutional digital filters
have an advantageover tecursive filters in that they
are inherently stable. In an operation like BSFA,
where the filtering operation is followed immediately by resampling, convolutional filters have the additional advantagethat only the outputs that will be selected in the resampling need ever be calculated.
Thus filtering and resampling are merged,greatly increasing computational efficiency.
For even greater efficiency a filter having a symmetrical impulse responseis used. By summing appropriate pairs of input samples and then convolving the pairs with half the impulse response, the
number of required multiplications is cut in half. As
a result, each BSFA filter requires only 272multiplications per input point.
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The FrequencyShift Operation
The frequency shift is required in BSFA to center
the digital filter on the frequencyband of interest.According to the Fourier shift theorem, shifting a signal's frequency spectrum is equivalent to multiplication of the signal by a complex exponential. Such a
function has a cosinusoidalreal part and a sinusoidal
imaginary part, For BSFA, samples of the real and
imaginary parts are synthesized,and the data samples are multiplied by them, as shown in Fig. 5.
Becauseall of the BSFA computations are linear,
the complex exponential could multiply the filter impulse responseinstead of the input data.This implicit shift saves two multiplications per input point
and reduces the total number of multiplications per
input sample to five.
The implicit shift approach has the disadvantage
of restricting the center frequency of the selected
band to being an integer submultiple of the sampling
frequency.As a result, a tunable sampling frequency
is required to provide unrestricted center frequency
selection.The 54518BSFA option usesboth implicit
and explicit shifts. The implicit shift is used whenever maximum processing speed is needed.
On-Lineand Off-LineBSFA
The 54518 BSFA softwareperforms both on-line and
off-Iine analysis.In the on-line mode, the one or two
input signals from the analog-to-digital convertets
are processedimmediately, and only the shifted, filtered, reduced data is stored in the computer memory. This means that the BSFA computations must
be done fast enough to keep up with the incoming
sample rate. For maximum speed, the implicit frequency shift is used, resulting in a word processing
rate greater than 18 kHz.

In the off-line mode, up to 32 channels of digitized
input data can be stored on magnetic tape or disc and
band-selectableFourier analysis can be performed
on any part of it. The explicit frequency shift is used
becausethe sampling frequencyis fixed when the data is originally recorded, and therefore cannot depend on the analysis band, which must be selectable. Processingspeed is not a problem becausethe
entire sampled input is stored and can be read and
processedoff-line at a slower rate than the original
sampling rate with no loss of information.
For off-line BSFA, the maximum useful frequency
is determined by the rate at which data can be transferred from the analog-to-digital converters to the
massstoragedevice without losing any samples.For
the 54518 Fourier Analyzer and the HP 7900A Disc
Drive the transfer rate is 39,000samplesper second.
Microcode
Band-selectableFourier analysis is a combination
of softwareand firmware. The computer in the 54518
is the microprogrammableHP 21005. The digital
filters and all time-critical BSFA operations are implementedin 2100 microcode.
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